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Pos itive Luxury's  lates t report includes  hard s tances  and case s tudies  that illuminate luxury watch and jewelry futures , according to current
consumer demands . Image credit: Pos itive Luxury

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

Adherence to detailed traceability and transparency protocols is quickly filtering out luxury watch and fine jewelry
players that may be unwilling or unable to adapt to evolving demand with haste, according to a new Positive Luxury
report.

The British certification agency and sustainability resource has released The Future of Jewelry Watches, a report
which centers the industry's issues, offering tangible solutions in response complete with concrete example case
studies. The set of positive solutions for people and planet arrives at a crucial time for an industry whose future
profitability lies definitively at the crux of luxe sustainability, per demographic-informed data.

Sustainable sourcing
Between an increasingly urgent client crisis and heightened consumer demand rooted in the well-being of fellow
workers, socio-economic and sustainability issues weigh heavy in hard luxury's hands.

According to reports from Positive Luxury, ESG follow-through will serve as the foundation of positive hard luxury
sales, with sustainability existing as a top purchase consideration, in the very near future.
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The organization's latest release speaks to this, diving its content by topic area, beginning with hard luxury's paint
points before delving into suggestions towards improvement.

Positive Luxury's report tragically reflects that over one million youth are engaged in child labor across mines
worldwide.

Seeking out certified suppliers and conducting regular audits is a necessity to ensure a lack of abuse, yet self-
regulation seems stagnant in this area, which appears opportune for strict, no-nonsense industry standards and
enforcement.

Ongoing illegal resource extraction plagues the land and surrounding communities deforestation in the Brazilian
Amazon caused by illegal gold mining increased by more than 90 percent between 2017 and 2020 not to mention the
industry is eating away at nature's finite resources in mining for gold and precious gems.

Each karat of natural diamond mined industrially costs the landscape up to 250 tonnes of moved earth, 127 gallons
of used water and releases 143 pounds of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

Cupped hands  hold fully traceable, artisanally mined impact gold from Peru, part of a sus tainable, transparent supply chain. Image credit: B.P. De
Silva

Though industry players have proven resistant to innovation, tapping alternative, lab-grown material is  an approach
that does not have to render traditional diamonds obsolete. A moderate balance could work to control supply and
demand, thus improving the volume of extraction occurring from natural sources.

In the case of naturally-mined options, some groups are making good use of Web3 technologies, in the fight for
traceability.

Founded in 2015, Everledger is an industry resource that uses blockchain technology to create an immutable ledger
on which the supply chain of diamonds and gems can be securely recorded. Higher, more widespread utilization
rates could secure hard luxury's sustainable future.

Speaking of, natural diamond trade organizations could be onto something, in leaning into the heirloom aspect of
well-made watches and jewelry.
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The mantra is captured perfectly by, for instance, luxury watchmaker Patek Philippe.

"You never really own a Patek Philippe," says a company tagline. "You simply look after it for the next generation,"
which has been successfully employed since 1996."

Emphasizing the purchase and maintenance of valuable, high-quality hard luxury plays its part in preserving existing
products for future generations of use, thus eliminating the need for excess production.

In the case of jewelry company and partner entity JEM, Positive Luxury's own certification system helps to
distinguish responsible sellers from those of more questionable means throughout the industry, acting as an
effective marketing tool to match sustainability initiatives, especially as generational preferences for ESG-conscious
options surface.

The group exclusively employs Fairmined ethical gold as part of its  designs and opts for the use of lab-grown
diamond options in its inventory.

Even more niche areas like pearls and mother-of-pearl sourcing from carefully selected Fijian pearl farms,
committed to the preservation of marine resources, mark an above-and-beyond effort from the retailer.

"The Butterfly Mark identifies luxury companies that meet the highest standards of social and environmental
performance and transparency," said Dorothe Contour, CEO of JEM, in the report.

"It reflects our strong commitments and underlines our desire to continually improve," she said. "We are proud to be
part of this program that inspires and invests in more responsible luxury."

Future clarity
Transparent supply chains and sustainable production is no longer an option, but a must-have in today's market.

59 percent of millennials prefer to purchase diamonds of sound provenance, while 21 percent of Gen Z already
consider jewelry's environmental, social and governance (ESG) credentials before purchase.

According to a July 2022 white paper from Positive Luxury, 85 percent of growth in the global luxury industry is
driven by millennials and Gen Z consumers, 75 percent of whom value sustainability over brand names (see story).

Thus, luxury players must communicate a dedication to the well-being of people and planet in messaging materials,
as the group would for any other key product details.

Released at the top of the year, Positive Luxury's 2022 Predictions Report also called on brands and organizations to
be cognizant of the immense challenges stemming from climate change and luxury's role in tapping resources (see
story).
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